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Abstract

We present a method by which the abstract be�
haviour of railyards can be speci�ed� and analysed
for safety� Our analysis is based on well established
railway signalling concepts such as train routes and
�ank protection and attempts to verify safety prop�
erties which state that if the railyard is con�gured in
a correct way� no unwanted situations such as train
collisions or derailings will occur� We specify the rai�
lyards in process algebra and the safety properties in
the modal ��calculus�

� Introduction

The main purpose of a railway signaling system
is to guarantee safety� that is� to prevent train col�
lisions and derailings while allowing normal train
movements� An often used strategy to establish this
goal is to allocate routes � safe paths between sig�
nals in the railyard � to trains and to allow train
movements only along these� The signaling practice
used to establish train routes is usually implemented
in an interlocking system� The main function of such
a system is to act as a �lter to which the operator �the
train dispatcher� can direct requests to� for example�
set and release train routes� The �lter evaluates �or
analyses� the requests and if it �nds them safe they
are carried out on the physical yard� In this paper we
address the problem of deciding whether or not given
routes in railyard con�gurations are to be considered
safe�

We describe accurately the basic capabilities of rail
components and analyse the result of conjoining com�
ponents into railyards	 we specify in detail the work�
ings of a track segment� a signal and a point� Our
formalisation of a track segment� for example� has
two endpoints that can be connected to other railyard
components� and at most one train can occupy a seg�
ment safely� We specify the railyard components in
process algebra� structured so that each type of com�
ponent makes up a separate process� The component

types provide the shapes of building blocks	 their in�
terfaces are de�ned in terms of which endpoints they
possess� and they can be connected together by iden�
tifying the appropriate endpoints� In LOTOS 
��
this is achieved by sharing the same gate identi�ers
and connecting them together using the parallel op�
erator�

In the work reported here the railyard components�
as well as railyard obtained by connecting compo�
nents� are speci�ed in the ��calculus 
�� and LOTOS	
to evaluate the speci�cations we verify a number of
safety properties on railyard components and con�g�
urations� One such class of safety properties states
that whenever a railyard con�guration is set up for
a particular train route� and trains respect signals�
then� at any time� no two trains will occupy the same
component� The analysis is performed using the tools
MWB 
�� and C�SAR 
��

This paper has a di�erent focus than previous pub�
lications in the area of analysing safety�critical prop�
erties of railway systems� Groote� van Vlijmen and
Koorn 
� model an interlocking system for a par�
ticular railyard in �CRL 
� and verify safety�critical
properties by transforming both the program and the
correctness criteria to propositional logic� Morley

�� develops a method� based on theorem proving
in Higher Order Logic� to establish correctness of the
signaling rules embedded in the geographic database
of the Solid State Interlocking �SSI� developed by
British Rail� The approach is general and can be
instantiated to particular installations of the SSI� In

� Bruns analyses� using CCS� safety�critical proper�
ties of a communication sub�system used to connect
distant parts of a SSI� Hansen 
� uses VDM 
� to
model concepts such as track segments� points and
signals� For particular con�gurations safety criteria
are de�ned and validated through simulation� In 
��
King reports on the formalisation in Z 
�� of the sig�
naling rules in the SSI�

Our work di�ers mainly in the level of abstraction�
The publications cited above are all concerned with
signaling rules in the sense of relationships between
aspects of signals and directions of points	 the main



question addressed is whether or not such a relation is
safe� or if a given con�guration of a railyard conforms
to a safe relation� The work reported in 
�� ��� � is
oriented towards implementations of speci�c installa�
tions� Safety requirements are typically expressed as
relationships between values of variables in the inter�
locking system studied�

Our work is more on a conceptual level	 we specify
the abstract working of railyard components in terms
of events such as a train enters a component and a
train does not respect a red signal� Furthermore� we
do not address at all the problem of establishing train
routes� the question we consider is� given a railyard
con�guration C and a route R in C determine if R
is safe� that is� if trains respect signals� is it possible
for two trains to collide�

In 
� and 
�� the signaling rules are treated on a
more abstract level	 however� formal analysis is not
an issue in these works�

The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows�
In Section � we describe informally the behaviour of
the railway components we consider together with a
formal speci�cation in the ��calculus� Speci�cations
of components are conjoined into a small railyard for
which we discuss safety properties� A short introduc�
tion to the ��calculus is included in the section� The
informally expressed safety properties are expressed
formally in Section �	 some properties of the individ�
ual components are discussed� An informal introduc�
tion to the formalism used to express the properties is
given� Veri�cation of the formalised properties using
a number of automatic tools is discussed and some
experiences gained in the exercise are reported� A
brief comparison with an alternative speci�cation in
LOTOS is given� Some concluding remarks and ideas
for further work are discussed in Section ��

� Speci�cation of railyard compo�

nents and con�gurations

Informal descriptions of each type of railyard com�
ponent considered are presented� followed by formal
speci�cations in the ��calculus of their behaviour� A
brief introduction to the ��calculus is also included�
A small railyard is speci�ed by conjoining speci�ca�
tions of the constituent components� Safety proper�
ties of the yard are discussed informally�

��� General principles

We specify each type of component as a separate
process with ports corresponding to both the physical
endpoints of the object modelled as well as handles
via which the internal state of the component can be
investigated� For example� we model a point as a pro�

cess with four ports� i� l� r and pl	 the three �rst ones
model the input� left and right tongues of the point
respectively� The pl port is a handle via which the
state of the model can be accessed� We use this han�
dle in the analysis to test in which direction the point
is set� Via the ports i� l and r trains can enter and
exit the point� An unwanted situation� for example
when more than one train occupy the point� is mod�
elled by a special process �PANIC� which repeatedly
reports on the port panic�

One common property of our model of points and
segments is that they can never refuse a train to enter
into the component� If a train enters an already occu�
pied component� the component will enter the panic
mode and start to report on the panic port� A sig�
nal on the other hand can at most contain one train	
a train occupying a signal must �rst exit before the
next train can enter� Thus it is impossible for colli�
sions to occur in signals� One way of interpreting this
is by appealing to physical distribution� points and
segments have physical distribution and thus colli�
sions can occur in these objects� Signals on the other
hand has no distribution	 they are objects standing
between objects with distributions� Collisions do not
occur in signals� they occur in the surrounding ob�
jects�

Signals in our model are asymmetrical objects�
they have one front and one back side� The front of
a signal displays the aspect� that is� the color of the
signal which in our speci�cation can be red ��stop��
or green ��go ahead��� Trains passing facing signals
should respect the displayed aspect� Since the back
side does not display any aspect� trains should ignore
opposite facing signals�

By conjoining processes modelling points� seg�
ments and signals� arbitrary railyards can be mod�
elled� Components are connected by identifying ports
that model endpoints of adjacent objects in the yard�

��� The ��calculus

In this section we give the syntax and informal se�
mantics of the particular variant of ��calculus that
we use in this paper� Let x� y� z� u� v� � � � range over
the set of names� N and assume a set of agent identi�
�ers ranged over by A�B� � � �� We let P�Q� � � � range
over the agents� which are of the following kinds� �
is an agent which can do nothing� The output pre�
�x� xhyi � P � is an agent whose �rst action will be to
output the name y on port x	 thereafter it behaves
as P � The input pre�x� x hyi � P � is an agent whose
�rst action is to receive a name on port x	 thereafter
it behaves as P but with the newly received name in
place of y	 this name is just a place holder for the
new name to be received� P � Q is an agent which
behaves like either P or Q� The parallel composi�



tion of P and Q� written P jQ� is an agent that can
do anything P or Q can do� and moreover commu�
nications between P and Q can occur if one agent
outputs a name and the other inputs a name on the
same port� �� y�P is an agent which acts like P but
the name y is restricted� i�e� it cannot be used for com�
munications with the environment of the agent� The
matching 
x � yP is an agent which behaves like P
if x and y are the same name	 otherwise it does noth�
ing� A�y�� � � � � yn� is an agent if A is an identi�er	 for
any such identi�er there is a de�ning equation writ�

ten A�x�� � � � � xn�
def
� P � where the names x�� � � � � xn

are distinct and are the only names which may oc�
cur free in P � The agent A�y�� � � � � yn� behaves like
P where yi is substituted for xi for all i � �� � � � � n�
The xi�s may be considered formal parameters of A�
while the yi�s are actual parameters in A�y�� � � � � yn��
Agent identi�ers provide recursion since the de�ning
equation for A may contain A itself�

The formal operational semantics of agents is de�
�ned and explained in the papers 
��	 hopefully this
paper can be understood without it�

Additionally� the following abbreviations are used�
an agent � �� can be written � and an output pre�
�x xhi can be written x� Analogous abbreviations
are introduced for input pre�xes� Repeated restric�
tions can be concatenated� that is� �� x�� � � � � xn�P is
equivalent to �� x�� � � � �� xn�P �

In order to encode �nite sets of data values we
designate a �nite set of names to represent them�
Such names are referred to as constants	 these are
just names which will never be bound by an input or
restriction operator� Syntactically constants are writ�
ten in typewriter font� As a convention� whenever
a particular constant is implied by context we will
omit the constant in formal and actual parameters to
agent identi�ers�

��� Formal speci�cations of the compo�
nents

����� Points

We specify a point as a process� Pt�i� l� r� pl� dir� �see
Figure ��� with four ports used for communication�
i� l� r modelling the input� left and right branching
tongues of the point� and pl which is used to inves�
tigate the current direction of the point� The �fth
parameter of the process records the direction of the
point which can be left �lft� or right �rht� as seen
from the input tongue�

In the initial state the point is unoccupied and
can accept a train on any of the ports i� l or r�
If a train arrives via the port i� representing the
normal input tongue� the point will change state to
Pt ��i� l� r� pl� dir� o� tr� modelling a point occupied by
the train� The parameter o represents the tongue via

Pt�i� l� r� pl� dir�
def
�

i htri �
�

�dir�lft�Pt��i� l� r� pl� dir� l� tr�

� �dir�rht�Pt��i� l� r� pl� dir� r� tr�
�

� l htri �
�

�dir�lft�Pt��i� l� r� pl� dir� i� tr�

� �dir�rht�PANIC
�

� r htri �
�

�dir�lft�PANIC

� �dir�rht�Pt��i� l� r� pl� dir� i� tr�
�

� plhdiri � P t�i� l� r� pl� dir�

Pt��i� l� r� pl� dir� o� tr�
def
�

ohtri � P t�i� l� r� pl� dir�

� i htr�i �PANIC

� l htr�i �PANIC

� r htr�i �PANIC

� plhdiri � P t��i� l� r� pl� dir� o� tr�

Figure �� Speci�cation of a point object�

which the train will leave and depends naturally on
its direction	 the parameter tr models the identity of
the train� Trains entering the point in reverse direc�
tion are modelled by input via the ports l and r	 the
resulting state is also in this case Pt ��� � �� with the
output parameter set to i� the normal input tongue�
Observe that a train is only allowed to enter in re�
verse direction via the left �right� branching tongue
if the point is set to left �right�� Entering in reverse
direction via one of the branches while the point is
set to the other leads to a panic situation modelled
by the process�

PANIC
def
� panic �PANIC

Finally� it is always possible to poll the direction of
the point via the pl port�

An occupied point� Pt ��i� l� r� pl� dir� o� tr�� can al�
ways deliver the occupying train via the port recorded
in the o�parameter and then become an empty point�
If a second train should enter via any of the ports i�
l or r� a collision occurs which we model as PANIC�
The direction of a point can always be polled via port
pl�

����� Segments

The operation of a segment �see Figure �� is
quite simple� An empty segment is described by
Seg�p�� p��� where p� and p� model its two endpoints�
Initially it is prepared to accept a train via any of
its endpoints resulting in a transformation of the
speci�cation into one describing an occupied segment
Seg ��p�� p�� o� tr� where o is the endpoint via which



Seg�p�� p��
def
�

p� htri � Seg��p�� p�� p�� tr�

� p� htri � Seg��p�� p�� p�� tr�

Seg��p�� p�� o� tr�
def
�

ohtri � Seg�p�� p�� pl�

� p� htr�i �PANIC

� p� htr�i �PANIC

Figure �� Speci�cation of a segment object�

Sig�i� o� pl� sh� vl� clr�
def
�

i htri �
�

�clr�gr�Sig��i� o� pl� sh� vl� re� o� tr�

� �clr�re�Sig��i� o� pl� sh� tt� clr� o� tr�
�

� o htri � Sig��i� o� pl� sh� vl� clr� i� tr�

� plhclri � Sig�i� o� pl� sh� vl� clr�

� �vl�tt�sh � Sig�i� o� pl� sh� vlated� clr�

Sig��i� o� pl� sh� vl� clr� p� tr�
def
�

phtri � Sig�i� o� pl� sh� vl� clr�

� plhclri � Sig��i� o� pl� sh� vl� clr� p� tr�

� �vl�tt�sh � Sig��i� o� pl� sh� vl� clr� p� tr�

Figure �� Speci�cation of a signal object�

the train �tr� later will exit� An occupied segment
will emit panic if an additional train enters�

����� Signals

Signals are asymmetrical having one front side dis�
playing the aspect of the signal and one back side� A
signal �guards� the piece of railyard behind it from
trains approaching the front� A train respects a sig�
nal if it does not pass the signal when the red aspect
is displayed� A train violates a signal if it does pass
the signal from the front when the red aspect is dis�
played� The aspect of a signal is irrelevant for trains
approaching it from behind�

We model the behaviour of signals as processes
Sig�i� o� pl� sh� vl� clr� �see Figure �� where i and o are
the front and back entrance respectively� The port pl
is used to poll the color �re or gr� recorded in the
parameter clr	 vl and sh are used when signals are
violated �see below��

As all other components signals can be occupied or
not� Trains can enter an unoccupied signal �modelled
by Sig�� � ��� which then becomes occupied �Sig ��� � ����
Entering a green signal from the front causes the sig�
nal switch to red� If a train enters from the front
while the aspect is red� the state variable vl is set
to tt recording the fact that the signal has been vio�
lated	 a violated signal can always report via the port
sh ��shout��� Finally� the color can be polled via pl�

Yard�in� out� out�� out�� pl�� pl�� pl�� pl�� pl�� pl��

pl�� pl�� sh� panic�
def
�

�� p�� p�� p�� p�� p�� p�� p�� p	� p
��
Sig�in� p�� pl�� sh� ff� gr�

j Pt�p�� p�� p�� pl�� lft�

j Pt�p�� p�� p�� pl�� lft� �

j Seg�p�� p��

j Sig�out� p�� pl�� sh� ff� re�

j Pt�p�� p
� p�� pl�� lft�

j Sig�out�� p
� pl�� sh� ff� re�

j Pt�p	� p�� p�� pl�� lft�

j Sig�out�� p	� pl�� sh� ff� gr�
�

Figure �� Speci�cation of a railyard�
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Figure �� The structure of the speci�ed railyard�

An occupied signal �Sig ��i� o� pl� sh� vl� clr� p� tr��
can shout if violated and be polled for the color it
displays	 furthermore� it can deliver the occupying
train �tr� via the port recorded in the parameter p�

��� Speci�cation of a railyard

A railyard is de�ned by connecting processes mod�
elling points� segments and signals� Desirable safety
and liveness properties are informally discussed� the
formalisation and veri�cation of some of these prop�
erties are discussed in Section ��

In Figure � a small railyard consisting of four
points� four signals and one segment is speci�ed by
connecting processes modelling the components and
restrict internal interconnection points� The struc�
ture of the speci�ed system is displayed in Figure ��
The �state� of the railyard� that is� the direction of
the points and the aspects displayed by the signals
can be polled from the ports pl�� � � pl	�

The motivation for the work presented here is to
experiment with veri�cation of safety properties of
railyard con�gurations� To illustrate our method we
de�ne a number of train routes through the railyard
speci�ed above together with requirements on the



part of the yard outside the routes su�cient to guar�
antee safety� Below we describe our way of de�ning
train routes and safety requirements�

A train route de�nes settings of the constituent
points and reversed signals� For example� a route
from in to out in Figure � above is given by the set�
tings of the points at pl� and pl� together with the
setting of the signal at pl�� Thus� in our method� a
train route de�nes a set of global states� or con�gura�
tions� of the formal speci�cation of the yard� namely
the set of global states in which the points and signals
included in the route have their required settings�

There are several requirements that one would like
to establish for a train route to be set and to be con�
sidered safe� �i� there should be a path from the start
signal to the end signal of the route� �ii� the end sig�
nal of the route should display a red aspect in the
reversed direction relative to the route� and �iii� it
should not be possible to enter �or cross� the route
other than via the input and output signals�

Requirement �i� states that it should be possible
to move a train along the route� Requirement �ii�
states that moving a train in reverse direction along
the route should immediately violate a signal� Re�
quirement �iii� is called �ank protection and is ob�
tained by setting points outside the route in direc�
tions physically prohibiting trains to enter the route
from outside of it� Note that the only way a train can
enter the route �other than via the input and output
signals� is via unused tongues of its points�

In the con�guration displayed in Figure � a train
route from in to out requires the following�

� The point at pl� should be set at left�

� The point at pl� should be set at left�

� The signal at pl� should be red�

Note that we do not require the signal at pl� to be
green for the train route to be set� rather our veri�ca�
tion amounts to establish that this signal can safely
be set to green if the above is true and the �ank
protection �de�ned below� is ful�lled� The �ank pro�
tection of the route is de�ned by�

� The point at pl� should be set at left�

� The point at pl� should be set at left�

Note that the signals at pl� and pl	 are immaterial
for the �ank protection�

The safety property we would like to establish for
railyard con�gurations as the one above can infor�
mally be stated as� if the train route from in to out
is set and �ank protection is established� then a train
can safely move from in to out� We consider a rail�
yard to be safe if two trains never can occupy the
same component of the yard� However� this property

is not in general true of railyards	 it crucially depends
on trains to respect signals� that is� not to pass sig�
nals which display red aspects� To establish the safety
of a con�guration we instead verify that if a speci�ed
train route and �ank protection are established in the
yard� then as long as no train violates any signal no
panic situation will occur� This property is of course
valid only if the railyard initially is empty� that is� we
implicitly assume that no component of the railyard
under consideration contains any trains�

We close this section by noting that there is of
course possible to have more than one train route set
in the same yard at the same time� In the yard dis�
cussed above a route from out� to out� is established
by the additional requirement�

� The signal at pl	 should be red�

Note �nally that the two routes constitute �ank pro�
tection for each other�

� Formalising and verifying correct�

ness requirements

The informal correctness requirements described
in earlier sections are here expressed formally in a
variant of the modal ��calculus 
��� and are veri�ed
by means of model�checking procedures�

��� Logic

The full de�nition of the logic will not be given
here� rather we will brie�y present the intuitive mean�
ing of the constructs in Figure �� A formal de�nition
of the logic is given in 
�� albeit with a slightly dif�
ferent syntax�

F ��� tt

j ff

j F� � F� j F� � F� j F� � F�

j h�i F

j 
� F

j lfp X � F

j gfp X � F

j X

Figure �� Syntax of formulae

Informally then� tt and ff represent truth and fal�
sity� respectively� The possibility modality� h�iF � is
satis�ed by a process that can perform an action �



and then satisfy F �� Similarly� the necessity modal�
ity 
�F is satis�ed by a process that satis�es F after
performing �� The ��� symbol is used as a wildcard�
and may occur in the place of an action or name�
The greatest �xpoint of an equation is denoted by
gfp X � F � where the formula F may contain a ref�
erence to the �xpoint identi�er X � Analogously� the
least �xpoint identi�er is denoted with lfp �

Variables representing actions or names are writ�
ten in bold ��x�� whereas constant names are written
in italics ��x���

��� Correctness requirements

In the following the example railyard de�ned in
Section ��� will be used to illustrate our method for
analysing whether train routing through a railyard is
safe� While we focus attention on a particular rail�
yard con�guration� the method is general� and there�
fore applicable to other railyards as well�

The most basic information required to analyse a
railyard is its static con�guration� i�e�� of what track
objects it is built up and how they are interconnected�
The state of track objects� i�e�� the aspect of signals
and direction of points� is speci�ed in a train route
with �ank protection� that precisely captures the nec�
essary conditions for safe train operations in the rail�
yard� That a given train route with �ank protection
indeed guarantees safe operations is the main proof
obligation of the method�

A train route with �ank protection does not nec�
essarily completely specify the state of every track
object in the railyard� e�g�� the direction of a point
may be left unspeci�ed in which case train operations
must be shown to be safe regardless of its direction�

The requirements on the speci�cation can be sep�
arated into the following categories�

����� Requirements on components

Here requirements on individual types of components
are stated� e�g��

A signal switches to �red� after a train has
passed through the signal�

Such requirements can easily be speci�ed in the logic�
However� the formalisation of such properties are gen�
erally not easier to understand than the speci�cation
of the component itself� As an example the coding of
the above requirement for a signal s is shown below�

gfp X �
�

�X � �hplshgriitt �


shtrihplshreiitt�
�

���

�We assume early semantics for input actions�

The constant names re and gr indicate the colours
red or green� Note that tr is a variable� that matches
any train that can pass through the signal s� Infor�
mally the formula states that for all reachable states
�gfp X �

�

�X � F

�
� the formula F holds� where

F expresses that if the signal is green �hplshgriitt��
and a train passes through the signal �
shtri�� then
the colour of the signal will be red �hplshreiitt�� in
the next state� In conjunction with a property stat�
ing that the colour of a signal is either green or red
the above formula expresses the desired correctness
property�

Two additional properties are implicit below�

The passing of a train through a red signal
is indicated by a sh action�

and

If two �or more� trains occupy the same
track segment �or point� then a panic action
becomes possible�

����� Well�formedness

Some requirements express the �well�formedness� of
the speci�cation� e�g�� for behaviours that no dead�
locks or livelocks exist� and in terms of structure
that well�known design principles have been followed�
for instance that every entrance to the railyard is
guarded by a signal�

As an example we show the coding of the deadlock
freedom property in the logic�

gfp X �
�
h�itt � 
�X

�
���

The translation of the speci�cation in Section ��� into
LOTOS is deadlock�free� and there are no livelocks
either�

����� Train Routes

The most interesting requirements express global sys�
tem properties� focusing in particular on the concepts
of train routes and �ank protection and how they
guarantee safe train operations�

The claim that a train route has been set up can
easily be speci�ed by referring to the components for
the train route� e�g�� for the route from in to out in
our example�

Route
def
� hpl�hlftiitt � hpl�hlftiitt � hpl�hreiitt ���

That is� points � and � switch to the left and signal
� shows red�

Flank protection is de�ned analogously�

Flank
def
� hpl�hlftiitt � hpl�hlftiitt ���



Since our speci�cation only addresses static con�gu�
rations� we expect the route and �ank protection to
be set initially� and to remain set during the execu�
tion of the speci�cation�

RouteFlank
def
�

gfp X �
�
Route � Flank � 
�X

�
���

The main safety property to check given a railyard
con�guration together with a proposed train route
and �ank protection is that if no train ever violates
a signal �passes a red signal� then no two trains will
ever occupy the same track segment�

RouteFlank �

gfp X �
�
hshitt � �
panicff � 
�X�

�
���

That is� if the route and �ank protection has been
set then panic remains impossible until a sh can oc�
cur� This property is satis�ed by the con�guration
depicted in Figure ��

Note that the formulae Route and FlankProtection
do no put down any requirements on the signal at
out�� Thus a further proof obligation is to show that
the con�guration satis�es the safety property even if
its colour is green� i�e�� when more than one train is
allowed to enter the railyard�

Furthermore� no requirement has been put on the
entrance signal to the train route �in�� If that signal
initially shows red� then trivially the train route is
safe since no train can pass along the route�

To determine whether a train route is useful� as
opposed to merely safe� we formulate a property stat�
ing that if the entrance signal to the route is green�
a train enters the train route� and the railyard is in a
safe state �no signals have been violated� then there
is a possibility that the same train eventually leaves
the train route at the exit signal without any signals
being violated�

RouteFlank � hpl�hgriitt � 
shff �

hin htrii lfp X ��

shff � �houthtriitt � h�iX�

�
���

Properties such as these can often be veri�ed by
means of widely used �software� engineering meth�
ods such as simulation and or testing� rather than
by model checking�

��� Tool support

This section contains a brief discussion on the ac�
tual veri�cations� i�e�� the application of the auto�
matic veri�cation tools MWB 
�� and C�SAR 
� on
the railyard example is brie�y discussed�

����� The Mobility Workbench

The ��calculus speci�cation from Section ��� was ver�
i�ed with respect to the correctness properties from
Section ��� using the Mobility Workbench�

It proved easy to translate the logic formulae into
the syntax of the mobility workbench� although they
grew considerably in size� The growth was mainly
due to the absence of the �possible�any� construct
�h�iF � from the logic� which had to be replaced by a
case analysis on whether an input� output or � action
was possible�

Variants of the properties ������� were all veri�ed
on the example railyard� with the exception of the
deadlock freedom property ���� The model check�
ing procedure used by the Mobility Workbench is a
local algorithm� i�e�� it visits only the states neces�
sary to ascertain whether a formula holds� Moreover�
the model checking algorithm performs a depth��rst
traversal of the state space� remembering only the
states encountered on the current path from the ini�
tial state� Thus the algorithm demands surprisingly
small amounts of memory� in essence trading mem�
ory for a longer execution time� This strategy proved
successful for checking most formulae� since only part
of the state space of the speci�cation needed to be
explored� In checking Formula �� for instance� all
branches starting with a sh action need not be ex�
plored further� For verifying the deadlock freedom
property the algorithm has to visit all states� and is
likely to visit each state many times� Since a com�
parable speci�cation in LOTOS had approximately
������� states �state space generated by C�SAR� the
checking of the deadlock freedom property can be ex�
pected to take a long time��

����� LOTOS and the C�SAR toolset

The ��calculus speci�cation was subsequently trans�
lated into LOTOS� and the C�SAR toolset was used
to verify the correctness of the speci�cation� The
reason for this additional experiment was primarily
to compare the tools�

The coding of the railyard example in LOTOS
proved surprisingly awkward� The �rst approxima�
tion that had to be made �to enable veri�cation us�
ing C�SAR� was to limit the number of identities of
trains that could pass through the railyard to a single
one�

Compared to the ��calculus �and CCS� the com�
munication patterns of LOTOS processes are rigidly
controlled by the parallel operator� For each two pro�
cesses put in parallel� it must be explicitly de�ned
on which set of names �gates� they may synchronise�

�We aborted the veri�cation attempt after it had run for a

week on a fast SUN workstation�



This proved to be an added complication in the trans�
lation of the railyard example to LOTOS� Thirdly�
in contrast to ��calculus �and CCS� communication
in LOTOS is symmetrical� i�e�� there is no explicit
sender or receiver� Since the coding of two adjacent
track objects in the ��calculus both o�ered to receive
a train on their shared name� a straight coding of the
track objects in LOTOS would result in spontaneous
communications between adjacent track objects� To
remove these unwanted communications a new direc�
tional parameter was introduced in all communica�
tions between track objects� For example� the coding
of a track segment in LOTOS o�ers to synchronise
on both its endpoints� but with di�erent directional
parameters�

process Segment�p��p��panic��ori�PAIN�

�noexit�	

p� 
tr�TRAIN �ori�

TrInSeg�p��p��p��panic��tr�ori�ori�

��

p� 
tr�TRAIN �rev�ori��

TrInSeg�p��p��p��panic��tr�ori�rev�ori��

endproc

The ori parameter is �left�to�right� for a track com�
ponent oriented in the normal fashion� and �right�to�
left� otherwise�

The resulting LOTOS speci�cation was veri�ed us�
ing the �evaluator� tool from the C�SAR toolset� The
evaluator tool can check whether a LOTOS speci��
cation �or state graph� satis�es a ��calculus formula
using a local model checking algorithm 
�� thus po�
tentially allowing veri�cation of large systems�

The variant of the ��calculus accepted by the eval�
uator tool is more restrictive than the logic accepted
by the Mobility Workbench in that variables are not
admitted in formulae� For the purpose of checking the
correctness properties of the railyard example this re�
striction has not been di�cult to handle� However�
we expect that the formulation of correctness proper�
ties for� say� a communication protocol will prove to
be more cumbersome due to the lack of variables�

To reduce the state space of the LOTOS speci�
�cation the signal object was modi�ed to send out
only a single sh indication when a train violated the
signal �passed a red signal�� On the other hand the
complexity of verifying the LOTOS speci�cation was
increased by modifying the speci�cation to not issue
panic or sh indication for track objects that are not
in the train route�

Variants of the properties ������� were all veri�ed
on the example railyard� including the deadlock free�
dom property ���� The evaluator tool was employed
in two di�erent fashions� �i� applied directly on the
LOTOS speci�cation� and �ii� applied on the state
graph resulting from minimising the LOTOS speci��

cation using the Ald!ebaran tool 
��
Method �i� has the obvious advantage that the

state space of the speci�cation need not necessar�
ily be generated� with potentially large reductions in
memory consumption and execution time� On the
other hand� checking several properties for which a
large portion of the state space needs to be examined
can take a long time� As a result we experimented
with both of the above methods� and they seemed to
complement each other nicely� The use of the evalu�
ator tool is not trouble�free� however� since the time
elapsed to verify a formula can depend heavily on the
structure of the formula being veri�ed� A simple re�
ordering of the subterms of a formula can result in
an analysis that is several orders of magnitude faster
�or slower��

����� Diagnostics

A common problem when using either the Mobility
Workbench or the evaluator in the C�SAR toolset is
how to make sure that a speci�cation satisfy a for�
mula for the right reasons� That is� checking that the
formula indeed express desirable properties and that
the reason a speci�cation satis�es the formula is not
completely trivial and uninteresting�

The Mobility Workbench o�ers little help here�
apart from displaying the number of �inferences� re�
quired to check a formula� The evaluator tool has an
�currently undocumented� option of generating a re�
duced state graph derived from the speci�cation� such
that the formula when applied on the reduced graph
yields the same result as when applied on the origi�
nal speci�cation� In practise this can sometimes be of
help to understand why a formula does not hold� but
more often� the reduced state graph is huge� and can
easily take longer to generate than the actual check�
ing of the formula requires� In conclusion� much fur�
ther work is needed in the area of diagnostics to make
the tools more practically useful�

� Concluding remarks and directions

for further work

In this paper we have outlined a method to spec�
ify and analyse the abstract behaviour of railyards�
Railyards are described by specifying the behaviour
of generic components of yards� for example points�
track segments and signals� in terms of physical
events such as �train enters point� and �train passes
signal� as well as more abstract events such as �an
unwanted situation has been detected in point� and
�train does not respect red signal�� The analysis of
railyard con�gurations is based on the well estab�
lished signalling concepts train route and �ank pro�



tection� The main proof obligation of our method is
to verify that if a train route with �ank protection is
established and trains respect the signals of the route�
then a train can move safely along it� It should be
noted here that we do not impose any restrictions on
aspects of signals not part of the train route under
consideration� nor positions of points not included in
route or �ank protection�

Our motivation for embarking on this line of re�
search was an ongoing discussion with a railway sig�
nalling company in Sweden� The work started as a ve�
hicle for us to understand railway signalling concepts
and applications� and furthermore to demonstrate the
kind of formal design methods we are familiar with�

We envisage the methods to be used as a �debug�
ging tool� for proposed train routes in several dif�
ferent ways� If �xed train routes are to be de�ned�
together with di�erent suggestions for �ank protec�
tion� these can be veri�ed for safety once and for
all� The veri�ed con�gurations can subsequently be
used safely� A more dynamic usage of the method is
to verify train routes with �ank protection suggested
by some computerised interlocking system� It should
be noted that our method is quite general	 it does
not assume any particular interlocking system to be
used� nor any speci�c signalling protocol� to guaran�
tee safety on the railyard�

The examples in this paper are of course heavily
simpli�ed� we have for example not at all considered
relations between aspects of subsequent signals im�
posed by most signalling protocols �for example� a
green signal should not directly be followed by a red
one� there should be one intermediate signal notify�
ing the driver that the next signal cannot be assumed
to display green aspect�	 however� we conjecture that
the method generalises also to these kinds of proper�
ties�

As the number of components in the speci�cation
increases� the speci�cation will naturally grow in size�
A natural question to ask is whether speci�cations
of large railyards are amenable to automatic veri�ca�
tion� To answer this question it is important to inves�
tigate methods by which this increase in state space
can be tamed	 one promising direction for further
work is to explore compositional veri�cation meth�
ods� A preliminary idea in this direction is to de�
�ne a �minimal� speci�cation of a train route such
that the speci�cation is behavioural invariant under
concatenation� that is� the concatenation of two min�
imal train routes is required to be equal �in some
behavioural meaning� to a minimal train route� The
veri�cation of a train route then boils down to prov�
ing the proposed path through the railyard equal to
a minimal train route� Due to the invariance under
concatenation� this can be done in a compositional
manner by adding su�ciently small train routes so

as to keep the state space small�
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